II. “Importance of Religion”

Essay:

I believe that religion is essential to every human being because I’ve learned that the motivation behind it is to furnish us with a greater perception of life. There are so many people out there who perform acts of kindness and show selflessness yet religion wasn’t their point of convergence of these activities. It may be said that on the basis of his beliefs regarding supernatural powers man conceived of a religion. The time and place has created differences in these beliefs. The improvement of science wiped out numerous questions from the psyche of man as he bit by bit disposed of numerous superstitions. Then again, this does not imply that man needs now no religion due to advancement of science. The facts may prove that the current man does not put stock in powerful powers like his predecessors, yet his requirement for a religion still exists. So a considerable lot of his practices show effect of religion in this continually changing period of human developments religion gives a firm premise because of which man can keep up his balance in face of antagonistic circumstances of life. Any person in any part of the world tries to protect great human ideals and values through its own particular religion. Needless to emphasize that even today there is a great need of religion for man. It exists. Common religious beliefs or faith also provide natural boundaries for communities to develop. People who live within the social confines of one specific belief tend to accept others who are in agreement and help each other out. Many faiths preach that serving and helping others regardless of their personal beliefs, is the right thing to do. In that way, religion or faith also promotes acts of selflessness, humanity, charity, and responsibility.